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All-purpose cutter for large hands,  

with adjustable blade outlet

The big brother of our MultiCut CUTX BASIC X5044 with improved handling 

and adjustable blade outlet. The special novelty is the upper slider in 

the freewheel, which should be used primarily for vertical cuts. The 

MultiCut MAX CUTX BASIC X6060 is suitable for cuts into all conventional 

packaging and is an all-rounder for branch offices, warehouses, offices 

and handicrafts. Due to its low weight it is also easy on your wrist when 

used frequently and lies well in your hand due to its gently rounded shape. 

A cord can be pulled through the screw at the end of the handle. The 

blade can be operated either from above or sideways. Automatic blade 

withdrawal. Sustainable thanks to double-usage and interchangeable 

blade. Multiple blade types can be applied. For right- and left-handed 

users.

Security certificate

GS certificate:  Nr. 187282 - 7551 - 13737 - 2023

Date of issue: 19.10.2023

applies to:   Art. 3010160 

Art. 3010131

Technical information

SAFETY KNIFE 

CUTX BASIC X6060 

MUTLICUT MAX

Dimensions & Details

Variations: Art. 3010160, grey-black 

 Art. 3010131, detect blue 

 Art. 3010089, white-black  

 other colours on request

Packing unit: Individual packaging

Dimensions (L x B x H): 142 x 31 x 15 mm

Product weight: 45 g

Cutting depth: 16 mm or 23 mm

Base material: plastic

Security level: 1    0 1 2 3     

 automatic blade retraction

EAN-Code Art. 3010160: 4251946400379 

EAN-Code Art. 3010131: 4251946400317 

EAN-Code Art. 3010089: 4251946400249

Customs tariff number: 82119300

Automatic blade retraction

Safety knives with automatic blade retraction already offer you good 

protection against injury. Please note that the user must actively release 

the slider after starting the cut so that the blade automatically slides back 

into the housing after the cutting process.

variable handling and variable blade outlet

Compared to our MultiCut CUTX BASIC X5044 the „MAX X6060“ has not 

only grown: the blade can be operated from the side as well as from above. 

When operating with the upper slide, you can exert significantly more 

pressure on the material with vertical cuts. You can also vary between two 

cutting depths. As with the small MultiCut CUTX BASIC X5044, the handle 

is comfortably light in the hand and the blade is suitable for all common 

packaging. 

Well kept

Would you like to have your MultiCut MAX CUTX BASIC X6060 at hand in 

a fixed location? A cord (max. 3 mm diameter) can be pulled through the 

screw at the end of the handle. This allows you to hang the MultiCut in a 

meaningful place. Of course, it also fits in your pocket if you want to have 

it with you.

Sustainable 

We want to do our bit: CUTX safety knives are made in Solingen /

Germany from up to 80% recyclable plastic. We use sustainable energy for 

production and assembly, including from our own solar power system. 

Our extensive experience in knife production also guarantees consistently 

high quality and durability. 

You can also do your bit: we take back old cutting tools and recycle them 

properly. Please contact us: mail@cutx.info

Printing and special colours possible

Our items are also available in your favorite colours. In addition, they can 

be printed, so that you have here an excellent and individual advertising 

medium, which your customers will certainly take at hand again and again.

ID 7851

Application Areas

CUTX safety knives assist you in your day-to-day work and protect the 

goods in the packaging with their short blade.

 

Cutting of:  

Cardboard, paper, adhesive tape, strapping tape, foil

For right- and left-handed people.

strapping tape adhesive tapefoil Cardboard paper
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Easy blade change, blade outlet adjustable

Your two hands are sufficient as an aid. Simply level the screw at the end 

of the handle, slide the blade holder all the way forward, open the cover 

and turn over, replace or move the blade in the position. Finished. 

Technical information
Safty knife  

CUTX BASIC X6060

Spare parts / blades

The replacement blades are supplied in dispensers of 10 each.

H10002 Trapezoid blade

H10005 Trapezoid blade rounded

Hooked blade on request

Open the locking 

screw by turning to 

the left

Blade holder  

slide out

Open blade cover, 

blade can be used in  

2 ways by turning, 

the cutting depth 

can be adjusted by 

changing the blade 

position

Changing the blade 

Blade type: H10002 

or comparable 

blades with the same 

dimensions

Close the blade cover, 

slide in the blade holder 

and close the locking 

screw by turning it to 

the right

see also safety instructions

Safety instructions

Please read the instructions carefully and keep them to ensure prolonged 

and safe use of our cutting tools. 

This product is only approved for manual cutting and must not be used for 

purposes other than those for which it is intended. Care must be taken to 

ensure correct handling and use. 

Avoid injury: Only use cutting tools that are in good condition and have 

sharp, undamaged blades. Exercise caution when handling this product. 

Be sure to familiarise yourself with its handling and operation beforehand. 

The sharp blade can cause serious cuts. Do not hold the blade, do not place 

your other hand along the cutting path of the cutter and always cut past 

your body. Replace blunt blades quickly and dispose of them properly.

Tighten the cutter to avoid injury. Store the cutter in a safe place.

Keep the cutter clean and do not expose it unnecessarily to dust, dirt and 

moisture to ensure longevity.

No liability is accepted for consequential damage.  

Subject to technical changes and errors! 

This product should not be used by children! 

Safe handling

Push out the blade, put it on, release sliders. The automatic blade retraction 

ensures that the blade automatically slides back into the housing as soon 

as the cutting material is left.

Slide the blade on the side or top  

slide forward

Fit the blade and 

release the blade holder

At the end of the cut, the blade 

holder springs back into the end 

position
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